Abstract Submission Site Now Open for the SNRS 25th Annual Conference

SNRS: Celebrating 25 Years of Nursing Research

February 16 - 19, 2011
Jacksonville Hyatt Riverfront
Jacksonville, Florida

The online submission process for Student Poster, Late-Breaker and Evidence-Based posters is now open. The deadline for submissions is Monday, October 18, 2010 at 5 PM, Central Time.

The Southern Nursing Research Society Annual Conference provides an opportunity for SNRS members to report ongoing and completed research as well as theoretical, conceptual, and methodological projects to colleagues. We are now using a new abstract submission system (Scholar One). Please read all directions carefully since the procedures for abstract submission have changed. Here is your SNRS member #4778, which you will need in order to submit your abstract. However, SNRS membership is NOT required at the time of abstract submission, but SNRS membership is REQUIRED at the time of presentation.

Please review the Late Breaker, Evidence Based Practice & Student Abstract Submission Guidelines, which contains important information and items that you will need prior to starting the abstract submission process. Reviewing this information in advance will greatly facilitate the submission process. We look forward to receiving your 2011 abstract and seeing you in Jacksonville, FL to celebrate 25 years of SNRS.

Anne Turner-Henson
Vice President

Please note:
We encourage you to enter all of your information exactly as you wish it to appear in the program. Title case only will be accepted for abstract titles (capitalize the first letter of words other than short conjunctions, articles and prepositions). Example: This is a Title. Please include complete information for additional authors, including institution and credentials.
Questions or issues with abstract submission should be directed to:
Southern Nursing Research Society

email: snrs@resourcenter.com
phone: (877) 314-7677
web: http://www.snrs.org